Clonality of combined testicular germ cell tumors of adults.
Recently we have shown, by combining in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry, that carcinoma in situ (CIS) adjacent to seminoma (CIS/SE), like SE, usually contains three copies of the centromeric region of chromosome 15/tumor cell. In contrast, CIS adjacent to nonseminomatous testicular germ cell tumors of adults (CIS/NS), as well as NS itself, have two copies. In the present study we have used this approach to investigate the clonal origin of the SE and NS components of combined tumors (CTs). We counted the number of copies of chromosome 15 centromeric regions in tumor cell nuclei of the CIS, SE, and NS components of nine CTs. We show that the number of copies of centromeric regions of chromosome 15 in both the SE and the NS component, and the adjacent CIS of the same CT, may be high (SE-pattern) or low (NS-pattern). In two cases, the copy numbers were high in the SE component and its adjacent CIS, and low in the NS component and its adjacent CIS. The data suggest that in most CTs the SE and the NS components have a monoclonal origin, and that karyotype evolution in CIS and the invasive tumor is very similar.